CORDERS FOR STITCHING ON EDGE AND INSERTING CORD

Corders for stitching on edge and inserting cord are furnished in two styles, 125035 with right toe and 15429 with left toe. Either Corder produces identical work, the two styles being furnished to meet the individual requirement of the operator. Fig. 175 shows Corder 15429 with left toe. Orders for these Corders should specify the number of the Corder desired. These Corders are fastened to the presser bar in the same manner as the regular presser foot, having the groove of the toe in line with the needle hole in throat plate.

To Use These Corders

For edge cording, fold the edge of the fabric over the cord and stitch close to the cord, guiding the work by hand.

For corded seams, fold a bias strip around the cord and insert the covered cord between the two pieces of fabric, with all raw edges together and the right sides of the fabric together. Then stitch close to the cord.

For edge finishing, such as neck and armholes, place the cord in the center of a bias strip and fold the bias strip around the cord, then place the fabric, with its wrong side up, over the covered cord, having all raw edges together. Stitch close to the cord.

For shirred cording, place the two pieces of fabric back to back and make one line of stitching. Insert the cord between the fabric next to the line of stitching and stitch close to the cord, being careful that the stitching does not penetrate the cord. Continue cording until the desired number of cords have been inserted, then pull the cords and shirr as full as desired, after which stitch across the cord ends to keep the shirring in place. Fig. 177 shows a sample of work done with this special presser foot.